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Abstract.

Тат nonleptonic decays of K-mesons and hyperone are

conaidered within a framework of the valence quark appro-

ximation. The general fora of the Haailtonian,, |Uriy*-i&~

our-previous paper is used. In particular, we accottnt-for—

the possibility of V+A currents coupling heavy and light

quark*. The coefficients in the effective Hamiltonian ex-

pansion are estimated basing on the calculation of the strong
 (

interactions and and are fixed finally in some cases

using the experimental data. Our conclusion is that the A

1з# rule is most likely to be due.the effective S,P coup-

ling arising fro г the account of strong interactions in all • \ /

the models of nreak interactions. We get several relations |V

which follow from this explanation, of th* dI=& rule and

find them to be in agreement with data. Sie unique pre-

dictions for the Д 1=3/2 transitions are also obtained. Throu-

ghout the paper we assume that the quark masses (which cha-

racteriae the* SU(.2)
X
 Sff(2) symmetry breaking) ere small.

According; to our estimates neither strong interaction en-

hancement of the Л lafc piece of the Hamiltonian, nor th*

(7+A) currents are essential for the understanding of the

Д ls% rule. . ;
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1. IntroiiMCtion.

la this paper we will consider the matrix eleaentg of

Ш в nonleptonic decays of K-omsons and of hyperona. Ho this .

end we will use the -valence quark approximation. Haaely, we

will assume , as usually, that tne nesons are constructed

from a quark-antiquark pair while baryons consist of three

quarksJn a phenomenological way we account also for the

gluon exchanges binding the quarks into hadrons.

The purpose of our calculations is to get insight into

the mechanism of the Л l=&oriile in the nonleptonic decays.

In particular,we will investigate pa. detail the hypothesis

put forward in our earlier paper 4 according to which the

Л I=# rule is due to the piece of the effect!те HamiItonian

induced by the strong interactions which contains scalar and

peeudoscalar densities. Within the quark model developed be-

low' we obtain some numerical^ relations among the observable

amplitudes which are confronted with the experimental data

and turn out to be in agreement with experiment. Thus, we

think that there are good chances for this explanation of the

AI=# role to be. true. , '

We comment' also on the recent proposals to relate the

А I=# role to elfect of strong interactions at sho^t di tan-

ces
 1г
>

13
 and: to right-handed currents in the interaction of

heavy and light quarks
 s
~

7
 . According to our estimates

these explanations do not work. It might worth noting, how-

ever , that the corresponding estimates are somewhat uncer-

tain and are open for a critisiam.

After outlining the general conclusions of this paper let

us go in a more detailed description of our approach.

In an accompanied paper we have derived the effective Ha-



miltonian of weak interaction*. It «as shown that In the

general case the д S=l transitions are governed by the sWen

operators differing from each other by isotopic and 50(3)

Selection roles ov by the chirality of the fermion fields.

40* value» of the corresponding seven coefficients depend

on the model of weak Interactions and on the strong inter»

actions effects induced by the gluon exchanges at short dis-

tances.

We would like to couple the calculation of the effects

of strong interactions at short distances with a simple

quark model which describes the low energy phenomena, dear-

ly enough, we do not expect such a procedure to be couplete-

ly true primarily because we extrapolate expressions for the

coefficients in the effective Hamiltonian valid for

snail coupling constant of the gluon-quark interaction up to

To account for the corresponding uncertainty in theo-

retical calculations we allow for some variation of the co-

efficients in the effective Haailtonian. However» because of

the empirical observation of the precocious scaling, validi-

ty of the Zweig rule for the J
t
 ty -decays and so on , one

may hope that the coupling constant can be considered to be

small even at rather low virtuality of gluons. therefore we

do not expect that the estimates based on the account of

strong interactions at short distances are •, wrong worse than

by ,say
t
 a factor of 1,5. If it turns otherwise we would like

to consider this as a signal that something is wrong with

the model itself. •

We will show that within the approximation considered

the matrix elements from some of the operators reduce to

the product of matrix elements of leptonic decays of me-



SODS and hyperons and are calculable in this way the cal-

culation of the other contributions would require soae de-

tailed assumptions on the form of the wave functions and

we do not try suc.i kind of calculations.

Some matrix elements depend on the quark -aasses and

we will stick to the choice advocated fiist in Bef s.
 2
>~* ,

namely, «^
 d
 » 5.* Ue^.. *

a
- 150 HeV.

If the quark masses are indeed thus small, then the

4 I=J4 rule can be due to the operators containing both

the left- and right- handed fermionf ' . Starting from this

idea and using the valence quark approximation we derive se-

veral relations for the decays amplitudes.

In particular, we will show that

г 1 /гГ 4 ' +\1 Ms. + ̂ s.

where the matrix element of t^e hyperon decay is written in

the form

and u
t
,u, are the wave functions of the initial and final ba-

ryon. We use also the standard notations for the decay amp-

litudes so that ,e.g., /I _ refers to the decay

A -* f> K~ . (For the convention of the signs of tae ampli-

tudes see the body of the paper).

Sq.(1) is in accord with the experimental data vithin a

10 per cent accuracy.

We will derive some further relations , mostly for the

signs of the amplitudes , and all these relations turn to ag-

ree with the experimental data.



KQ. (1) refers to the ratio of the S- and P- wave* and

for thie reason does not depend on the uncertainty in the

coefficients mentioned above. If we estimate one of the

coefficients in the effective Harailtonian expansion from

the data on the hyperon decays, then we are able to calcu-

late the amplitude of the /̂ J ~*Л*Х~ decay. The agre-

ement with the experimental numbers ie fine.

In the case of the Л 1=5/2 amplitudes we are able to

express all the contributions botb to the E-meson and hy-

peron decays in terms of a single parameter. The prediction

agrees in the sign with the data on the /\-*27C decays

and we use these data to normalise the corresponding coef-

ficient in the effective Hamiltonian.

In this way we get unique predictions for the violation

of the 4 Xa% rule in the nyperon decays. The predictions

agree with data on the /i
f
^-

f
JZ. -nyperon decays (in S-waves)

while for the P-waves the data are not accurate enough to

allow for a meaningful comparison with the theoretical

values.

The organisation of the paper as follows. №e will dis-

cuss first the 4 1-3/2 transitions in the K-decays (Sec-

tion3) and in the ayperon decays (Section 4). Next, we will

consider the hyperon decay» with Д Ъ*% (Section 5). In Sec-

tion 6 we will calculate the matrix element of the K-s~>X*Jl~

decay. In Section 7 we will present the estimates of the

matrix elements from the operator T which reflects an in-

troduction of the (V+A) currents into the theory, finally,

we will discuss in Section 8 the E^-Kg mass difference.

Section 2 is an auxiliary one and we reproduce here the

results of our previous paper.



2. Effective Hamiltonian of weak nonleptonic interactions.

In this Section we will give the general form of the

effective Hamiltonian with Д S=l andjflS=2 and the estimates

of the coefficients in the expansion of the effective Hamil-

tonian.

As we have shown in the previous paper, the Hamilto-

ni,"ii looks as follows; • • g

C-1

where c^, ĉ ,, a
i
 are coefficients and 0

i
, T, A^ are the

following operators:

Уг4
г
и (Ш,



where G is the Fermi coupling constant, in is the mass of

the charmed quark; the quark fields are denoted by u.,d,s

while indices L and R stand for the left- aad ri^ht-handed

components, respectively, x Г / ^ ' w i i $»i/ denote! the

gluon field strength tensor and t
a
 \ are the Gell-iform's

SU(3) matrices actiag in the colour space.

'i'he mixing angles &c. and r determine the form

of the weak current

where the dots stand for possible extra terms v/ith heavy

quarks^and which are irrelevant for tht present discussion,

la parentheses in 3q.(B) we have indicated the properties

of the operators with respect to the isotopic and unitary

spin.

Coefficients c^»a- depend on the model of weak inter-

actions and on the coupling constant of sfcror; interactions

As was already mentioned, tue derivation of the effective

Haniltonian accounts for the gluon exchanges with large

2 2

virtuality, p ^ m , m being seme hadrtnic mass. We extra-

polate the relations obtained in tais way up to the coup-

ling constant equal to unity, ĝ 4"TT = 1.

To exemplify the sensitivity of the coefficients to

the choice of the parameters let us give two sets of a.
1
»

a. . If we choose

then

(a)

If we assume the validity of another choi ce of masses



then

For the ригроле of orientation, let us notice that

operators О^-О* appear in the bare Hamiltonian . Opera-

tors 0,- g and T arise from the account of the loop graphs

with heavy quarks in the intermediate state. Because of

this coefficients c, g, c^ are small numerically and the

corresponding operators can play an important role in .

the calculation of the decay amplitudes only if the mat-

rix elements are enhanced for some reason. It was argued

in our earlier paper
1
-

 4
that this is just the case for

operators 0,- ̂ if the quark masses are small as is indi-

cated above.

Let us also notice fcriat some coefficients are quite

stable under reasonable change of the parameters

(see Eqs. (a) and (b)). It does not necessarily imply,

however, that the uncercai-nSy in these coefficients is

indeed very small. The matter is tnat the theoretical

jxpressions for tiie coefficients are obtained in the Lea-

ding logarithmic approximation while the nonleading terms

can also be important in the region of the coupling con-

stant of strong interactions of order unity.

3 • Decay K+ -ЕТГ+ТГ* .

We wil l start our discussion of the matrix elements

with the simplest case of the K- -flfVdecay with Л 1=3/2:

(2)



Moreover, in the valence quark approximation we substi-

tute the meson states by the product of the operators of

the corresponding quark fields :

Applying the Wick contraction to the product of operators

0„ and those corresponding to the external quark lines

we come to the quark diagrams represented in Fig. 1.

Let us coasidere in more detail.e.g., the contribu-

tion of Fig. la. The corresponding matrix element is equal

to

where the factor Ч-/3 comes from the account of the colour
j-

indices. Indeed, operator 0̂ , contains two terms propor-

tional to5/««, s«.«V(
s e e
 Eq. (B)). 'The first one is a sin-

glet in the channels пи set and enters with the weight

equal to unity for this reason. To find the contribution of

the second terra we use the Fierz transfoimation

and take into account that

it

if one is interested in the matrix element over

the white state in the u u channel.

The matrix elements



entering the r.h.s. of'Eq.(3) describe the

and t ~*ff •'-' decays and reduce to the constants known

experimentally:

where Q is the pion»s four-momentum and ,

where P̂  a"*" are the momenta of tne £ and. "K -mesons

respectively. Lioreover, in wnat follows we neglect the de-

panedence of tre form factors £л
 on the inoemeiitua transfer

fer and consider them to be constants.

As a result
 r
e get

m
*
 C 7 )

where we have neclected "V.//»̂ " and put f
+
(0) =1.

The evaluation of the natrix elements associated with

the sraphs'*presented in Figs. lb),lc) is just similar to

that outlined above, while the contribution of the graph

Id) vanishes. The reason is fchat the latter is propor-

tional to the product

of the conservation of the vector current

Ba (?) t-ke. usntri.buttons, of- th* graphs, ib anel Yc
(both 4*i*3 «pelte tk*t of ia ) vu. 3<tt

aud from the comparison with the experimental

11



we get for the coefficient c^

(9)

which is 1.6 times smaller "the value given by the set

(a) or (b) above. It is worth emphasizing that the value

of c^ is extremely stable against reasonable variation of

parameters m, га„ , КИ
С
.

Thus, the difference between Eqs. (9) and (a), (b)

may indicate that the approximation of the'valence quarks

is not quite adequate or, alternatively, that the radia-

tive corrections to tii" fC-*2TT decays are important.

On the other haad, the change in coefficient c^ can be

due to the modification of theoretical expressions for the

coefficients "oy »e« Izadinq t^rmS.

As we show ir. the next Section, the crucial test of

the vatious alternatives can be provided by experimental

data on the hyperon decays.

Here we would li'ice to emphasize that the theoretical

prediction for the amplitude of the К -*ТГ 1Г° decay can

be obtained not only in the absolute value but in the sign

as well. !l?he sign agrees with the experimental one (see

Section € ).

In conclusion of this Section let us mention that

our way of evaluating the matrix exement of the K- -*"R" "4°

decay bears some eesemulence to fcfiat; proposed by

Ш

Schwinger more than a decade ago- The difference is that

we account.for all the possible contractions of the quark

field operators. E.g., we retain the contribution of the

vacuum intermediate stata in the channel £«<•

while according to Schwinger only the matrix elements of

12



the observable decays IT*-y»Jf % -ьЯ^и ? enter the an-

swer. Moreover, we keep the colour indices and account in

a phenomenological way for a possible change of the effec-

tive Hamilton!an by strong interactions at large distances.

What seems even more important i s that according to

our model the matrix element of the К&-*ТГ 7Г , governed

by the A I=% amplitude, does not reduce to tne product

of the leptonic matrix elemaits (see Se«tion € ) while ac-

cording to the conventional approach c J there is no dif-

ference in fact between the К -*ft Я and KS->7T' 11" decays.

4 . The **• 1=3/2 transitions in the дурегоп decays.

In this Section we wiil show that according to the '

valence quark approximation the A 1=3/2 amplitudes in the

hyperon decays reduce to the product of the matrix el em

ments of the Jeptonic decays.

The quark diagramms describins,e.g. , the decay

A-*P1T~ are represented in Figs. 2a)-2d). Tne only

operator which i s responsible for the & 1=3/2 transitions

is 0^ (see Eq. (B) ). This operatcr i s symmetric under the

interchange of the colour indices in the channel of the

quark-quark scattering. On the other hand the baryon wave

function i s antisymmetric under the same transformation

аь far as we neglect the gluon admixture and coasider ba-

ryons as consisting of three quarks.

For this reason the contribution of the graphs

2a)-2c) vanishies in the case considered. As for the con-

tribution of the graph 2d) i t i s expressed in terms of

the matrix elements of the decays ТГ-Э*»̂  and



do)

where we used the SU(3)-symmetry to describe the matrix

element of the<p\M
L
^,S

t
\A> transition ( this description

is known to oe in agreement with the experimental data).

In the same way we can evaluate the Д 1=3/2 am-

plitudes in all the other hyperon decays. The results are

given in Tables 1,2.The value of coefficient c^ is deter-

mined from the data on the К "*ТГ Т[° decay (see the pre-

vious Section). If one believes more in the theoretical

calculation which keeps only the gluon exchanges at

short distances the predicted numbers in the Table must

be Multiplied by the factor of 1.6.

We would like to emphasize once more that all the

predictions are ootained not only in the absolute value

of the amplitude but in the sign as well. '

*/It is worth noting that our choice of the signs of

the amplitudes differs in some cases from that accepted

in the Tables . Keeping in mind the further applica-

tions to the SU(3)-symmetry let us point out that our

choice of signs correspond to that the octets of baryons

and antibaryons look coiqletely similar ,with no "minus"
И J

signs introduced (unlike the convention accepted in Eef. ).

The amplitudes can be found in the usual way by multiply-

ing the corresponding aatrices , including that correspon-

ding to the "spurion" of weak interactions.

H



Prom the comparison with the experimental data

which are also given in the T»ble2we see that the theore-

tical predictions for the Slaves agree with the experi-

mental data at least in their signs. Рог the F-waves the

situation is less clear because of the experimental uncer-

tainties.

Let us also mention that the radiative corrections

are the largest in the case of the A+PJT -decays both be-

cause of the Coulomb interaction in the decay A-*fTT~

and because of the effect of the /1 2Г ° mixture.

Radiative corrections to the -^ -decays are much less

пи
important

Thus, we have shown that in the case of the hyperon

decays the Д 1=3/2 amplitudes are expressed in teras of

the matrix elemc ts of the xeotonic decays both for S-

and P-waves. A.S is seen from Table Z the corresponding

values of the amplitudes are much smaller than total

amplitudes of the corresponding decays. In the next Sec-

tion we will give a simple estimate to show that the

Л I=fe transitions are comparable with the experimentally

observed amplitudes according to the dynamical model de-

veloped in this paper. Therefore, the Д 1= % rule is

qualitatively well understood for the hyperon decays and

is primarily a consequence of the antisymmetry of the wave

function of baryons in the colour indices. The dynami-

cal suppression of the corresponding operator 0„ found

first in Eefs.~ is also responsible in part fo the

1 = % rule.

15



Let us mention that for the first time the symmetry

properties of operator Oh were discussed in connection

with the Л l~% rule by Pati and Woo ̂ ^ . Their ana-

lysis applies to the matrix element <Cft||H*" IB;>

which via the PCAC hypothesis is related to the S-wave

amplitudes of the hyperon decays in the limit of vani-

shing four-momentum of the pion. They.argued that this

matrix el'ement vanishes for the Л 1=3/2.

rule;

We have shown that the AI=% I s understood in a simi-

lar way both for the S- and P-wave amplitudes. Moreover,

within the same valence quarks approximation the 1=3/2

are calcu.Ia.ble. 3y comparing the theoretical predictions

with experimental data one could check the validity of

the approximation itself .

Let us also mention that an estimate of the Д 1=3/2

amplitudes in the/-*/»JTand lZ.-*tftr decays was f i r s t tried

by Kobsarev and Okun 1-11 who calculated the product of
the matrix elements of the observable leptonic decays.

The re lation of our calculation to this kind of an esti-

mate is the same as in the case of the X-d?cays (see the

previous Section ).

5-. H.yperon decays with й I=%.

In this Section we will consider the Д 1=% trail- '

sitions in the hyperon decays which dominate the total

amplitude. We will find one relation among the observable

ampli^'ides which is independent on the values of coeffici-

ents c^ and show that this relation is in accordance with

experimental data. Moreover, we will find coefficients

C
5 6*

 W e w i
^^ comment also on tne validity of the Lee-



-Sugawara sum role. ' : - .

Throughout this Section we neglect the contributioA

of operator T (see Eq.(B)) which appears with relatively

large coefficient only in the models with (V+A) currents

We will discuss this contribution later and show that it

does not seem to be large enough to be essential.

In tlie case of the & I=% transitions there exist five

operators , namely ОщС^О^.О^О^ , which contribute into

the matrix elements, bet us describe first which graphs

are important for these operators.

Operator Оц is antisymmetric under the permutation of

the colour indices in the channel of the quark-quark

scattering. For
 u
his reason the graphs of the type repre-

sented in Pigs. 2 a,b,c) do not vanish in the case of ope-

rator 0,. The contribution of these graphs depends on the

baryon wave function and does not reduce to the product

of the matrix elements of the leptonic decays. Having no

information on the wave function we are able only to

find SU(3) relations among such contributions into various

decays. Moreover, we will argue that tue sign of these con

tributlons is fixed as well. As for the absolute value of

the amplitude some rough estimates presented in the Ap-

pendix show that it can be responsible for a sizable part

of the experimentally observed amplitudes.

Operator 0^ contributes also through the graphs of

the type represented in Pig. 2d). This contribution is easy

to calculate just in the same way as it was done in the

previous Section in the case of operator 0*. The corres-

ponding contribution vanishes in the SU(3) limit and is

small numerically. Therefore , they are negligible in

17



first approximation. (Se« T*W* 3 ) .

The situation with contribution of operator 0- is

a reversed one as compared to the case of operator 0-, • •

•Namely, the graph of the type 2d) does not vanish in the

SU(3) limit and contains the factor to* />** w
s
 which is

large if the quark masses are small (see page 2). (Eh© fac-

tor mjf/р>
и
М$ compensates the smalness of coeffcient c,-.

This smallness pursues, however, in tae case of graphs

2 a,b,c) (see Appendix). Hence we neglect such graphs in

the case of operator 0,-.

To summarize the discussion, v/e expect the ̂ 1=1/2

transitions in tiie hyperoa decays to be mainly due to the

contributions of operators 0, and 0c« The former is domi-

nated by the jrraphs
 o
f the type represented in Pigs.

2 a,b,c) and the latter is docinated Dy the graphs of the

tjue 2d. The oontrioution of 0
o
 , is handled Just in the

sane wave as that of 0^ and is snail numerically.

To proceed with calculation of the лаЬтхх elements

from operator 0,- let us use the Pierz transformation

and the equations of motion

As was already mentioned, for numerical estimates we

use ** ' ̂

18



The corresponding matrix elements reduce now to the

constants of the leptonic decays and are given in Table.4 .

As for the matrix elements from operator 0
&
 they are simp-

ly related to those from Or :

whiih follows immediately from the consideration of the

colour indices.

She central point is that contribution of Or- g can

oe isolated from that of 0,. The most simple way to demon-

strate this is to consider the matrix element of the unphy-

sical decay

7г
в
 (-is)

Since there is no u-quarics neither in — nor in

the corresponding matrix elenent is contribute only by

operators О,-
 Л
 .

Under the assumptions used the contribution of

these operators is described by the graphs of the type

represented in Pig. 2d). In this way we get for the ratio

of the S- and P-wave amplitudes in this transition

j
which is independent on the value of coeffcients c. and

the quark masses (although assumes the dominance of ope-

rator Orj).

On the other hand, the amplitude of decay (1S)

can be related to the observable ones by means of SU(3)



symmetry. Namely, we get in this way

which is valid both for the S- and P-waves. Here we use

the standard notations so that the upper index in the

symbols in Eq. (47- ) refers to the charge of the decaying

hyperon while the lower index stands for the charge of

the pion produced.

Substituting experimental data into Eq.

we find

(n)
which is in excellent agreement with the theoretical pre-

diction.

Let us also mention tiiat as was shown in fact by

Pati and <7oo in the valence quark approximation vanishes

the S--,vave amplitude in the S. -ЭЙТГ*" decay. This predic-

tion is also in excellent agreement with the data. Thus,

there is some evidence supporting the validity of the va-

lence quark approxination in the hyperon decays.

It is worth emphasizing that the agreement takes

place only if the matrix elements are not dominated by the

conventional operator 0, and reveals the role of operator

o
5
 .

*>"e have to check oat, therefore, whether -the contri-

bution of operators 0^ g ttunas out to be reasonable in

the absolute value. To this end let us compare the "ex-

perimental" number for the 8-wave amplitude in 3 -*^S. TT°

transition with the theoretical estimate based on the

calculation of coeffcient c
?
 (see Bqs.(a),(b)).



If we normalize the contribution of 0,- g to the expe-

rimental number then we get

This equation coincides in si^n with the theoretical pre-

dictions (зэе Eqs. Ca),(b) ) and differs only by the fac-

tor 1.7 froa the value given by the set (b). The agreement

seems то be satisfactory keeping in mind that coeffcient

c, is sensitive to the low momentum contribution. Ыоге-

over this seems to indicate that *%Х~1аХ m
2
*^ mz. rather

2 2
than at m — m_ .

.Л

Using Bq.(19 ) we can calculate the contribution

of Oc a into a l l the observable decays. The results arc

suimaxized in Table S.We see that the co.itributioc amo-

unts to a larje portion of the experimental values, al-

though there is some space f Ox- the other operators. Although

we are unable to calculate the remaining contribution exa-

ctly, i t turns out possible to find the sign of i t (see

below) in the case of S-waves. The result agrees with

experimental data.

Let us comment also on the validity of tlie Leê Su.-

gawara sum rule for tLj S-wave amplitudes. At tne f i rst /

sight the contribution of О,- б (see Table 4 ) looks as

violating the S"(3) predictions since the amplitudes ат

proportional to the mass difference within the baryon oc-

21



tet. However, if we substitute the corresponding ampli-

tudes into the l.h.s. of the Lee-Sugawara relation

> ^ -O (20)

we find that this Is proportional to

and Eq. (20) is Indeed satisfied by virtue of the Gell-

-Hann - Ocubo mass relation.
У

The same is true in the case of operators 0
o
 0,

<-» >

despite of the fact that the latter one is a component

of a 27-plet while the derivation of relation. (20) as-

sumes that the Hamiltonian transforms like a component

of an SU(3)-octet.

The contribution of 0^ cannot be calculated but i t >

satisfies Eq.(20) since 0,is a component of an octet.

On the other hand, the contribution of operator

0^ which is responsible for the A 1=3/2 transitions

does violate the Lee-Sugawara relation. For this contribu-

tion we get

while the experimental numbex Q.04-JI 0.12-

Although contribution (21) can be incidentally

cancelled out by the Sff(3) violating terms
 r
 we expect

that violation of Eq. (20) will be found once the expe-

rimental accuracy in determining the 5 -waves amplitudes

is improved.

In conclusion, of this Section let us- return to another

check of the scheme developed, ffamely, we are able to

find the ?ign of the contribution of operator 0, and
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compare it with that extracted from the experimental data.

Let us consider to this end the matrix element of

the weak ^ p transition via operator 0,:

C< <p |O, + te t> C22)

By means of the current algebra this matrix element is pa-

lated to the S-wave amplitude of the «E -»|>TT ° decay:

The sign of matrix element (22) is fixed. To see

this let as represent operator 0, in the following form:

where

and f
ft
=

Porthermore, let us introduce the generators of the

group of U-apin l/i ,17, ю that

In fact, there is an aroit.rax'y риаза in. Eq. (25b) but it

can be seen that this uncertainty does not affect the con-

clusions.

Hsing Eqs. (25a), (25b) we can rewrite Eq. (22) in the

following form

Since the adaixtur» of s - quark* in the proton ia negli-

Ы » the sign ia determined by the first tern in the r.h.a.
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of *q. ( 2 6 ) . On the other hand, th is t e n i* a

value of a square of an operator and i s therefor* po-

sitive z

tide contribution to that of operator Oc whidi

«•.a calculated above one can corcrince oneaelf tnat tbe

theoretical value i s coif ted in toe right direction . Tbe

«ame ia true for . other decays.

To demonstrate this we чае again the SD(3) aTaaetry.

She vanishing of the coatrifautian of Г/. into the aepli—

tude of the H "".-*£ 7T°transition iaqplie* in. tha

-limit that

Combining the Le*-Sugawara relation with Bq. (2? ) we

find

Tiurtheriaore, aeeuoing that the experimentally ob

red aspliuude of , aay, /i^pTT" decay i s indeed, da* 0

the contribution of Ос 6 and 0^ only, we can f ix A—№i).

Using Eq. ( 2.*) we ( alculate than the contribution of 0^

into the other decays. I t i s s*es that i t i s of the riga*

sign in a l l the cases and i s very reasonable in the

nitude.



, tfae model seems to give a good description of

the experimental data in a l l the eases «hen i t can Ы
r

eeafxtxttad with the data. I t «ay worth noting .however*

that tfae abecks refer mostly to the Сштее which seea "to

b» «ell understood indeed. As far the 2*-<we.ves there i s

l i t t l e

In this Svctim ws -mill give estimate* of the matrix

element of th» £f-•BrVdseayi First, we « i l l «now that

the cQiLf*ui>i.ooal operators^, .e.. ths operators entering the

bare Дт—̂  т fawi 0", do not «pгp̂ ^̂ т̂̂  the experimental data

deepit* of the enhancement at the 4 1=1/2 piece of the

HaDiltonian by strong interactions at .short distances .

Moreerer, operators 0- g which contain both le f t- and

right-handed f ermons seem to doaioarte and we will give

an estimate of "<:>i*iT trf>f 11<гi bu<?'1 gn TTfr̂TUg the information

extracted from ttoe analysis of the hyperru decays» The

estiacte f i t the data тегу well. The estimate uses , how-

ever, some further., although reasonable, assumptions con-

cerning the so called & -term in ТГК scattering.

Let us start with the matrix elements from operators

°i_4.- ^heir eraluation proceeds af r»"g the same line as out-

lined in Section 3 tea the case of the fc" -*1Г*ТГ* decay»

3«g., tfae matrix eJLemeot fro» operator 0, i s given Ъу



She result depends also on the value of coefficient o,

which was not determined from the analysis given in the'

previous Sections. We will use therefore, the values given

by the sets (a) and (b) (see Section 2).

Under this assumption we find for the matrix element

from the sum of operators 0r-4
:

у

GVzsufAo»*<.*и*И 2" С/0,-\К% >=t &»1*„ -0.Z1 (30)
. *-'

which falls well below the experimental number which is

equal to' l«d£ in the same units.

Ibis descrepance cannot be due to an uncertainty in

coefficients c, „ and we conclude that some other opera-

tors are essential.

Before proceeding with the estimates of mtrix ele

menta of these operators let us emphasize once more that

the enhancement of the A I=# piece of the Handltonian

practically does not improve the agreement between the

experimental and theoretical figures. Indeed» if we per-

form the same estimate ofr the bare flaari ltonian with no

gluon corrections put in. we getr <n*K-\Hfe
>lfc4>-tG'*»**vЛ2.

i.e. practically the same result as given by Eq.(30).

The reason for this is twofold» First, in this kind of

an estimate the comparable contributions give theJl=#

And 4 1=3/2 pieces. One is enhanced and the other is su-

ppressed. Secondly, because of the symmetry of the colour

indices the matrix element from, operator <V (ib« only on*.

whidi >s «nb*.nccei > contains an additional factor

% which practially ruins all the enhancement.

Let us tjy now operators 0-
 6
 . Epoceeding in the
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standard way we get

where we have used the Fierz -transfoxmatioja

Some of the matrix elements entering the r.h.s. at

Eq. (29) is expressed in terms of the matrix elements of

the leptonie decays and the quark masses by using the

equations of .motion

The estimate of the matrix elcient

is less reliable* In the limit of the vanishing f our-

-siomenta of the pions we have

Indeed, the plan mass squared. М
г
 is equal to the mean

value of the total Hamiltonian over the pi on state. More-

over, because of the chiral symmetry all the contributions

vanish identically except for that of the quark mass term

which violates the symmetry.

Hcrweveiv in the physical K$ -»1Г
+
ТГ~ decay the

momenta of the plans are not. too small so that the

estimate (32) does not seem to be adequite.

The momentum dependence of the matrix element con-

sidered, is controlled by the matrix element from the >

so called О -commutator and we will estimate it in the
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following way. If the operator of the ir -meson field

is proportional to £Z fed

***

then the operator of the & -field is proportional to the

corresponding isoscalar density and in the limit of

SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry we find

I t seeas natural, therefore, to relate the momentum

depeudence of the aatrix elemenf^to the mass of the 6* -

-meson. In the linear in(«j++- of) approximation we get

7 (35)
' ' < r

where 0" are the momenta of ТГ and "If -mesons, res-

pectively.

Finally we get

= - У /У7^т5 L
1

J

(36)

where we neglected />?̂ " as ooxnpared to /*»< and ^ ^

as compared to Ws

Let us notice that tiae aatr ix elements from 0^ r

P. о

vanish in the limit of exact SU(3) symmetry as a conseq-

uence of the selection rule in the Gell-Mann's G" -oari-

ty .In practice, the suppression reduces to tne

proportionality of the .matrix el ements either to %£• - i

or to (hic-Wir ; where f £ and f^ are the constants
of the decays £-*l*4, ТГ-»да
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2 2 2

In the ease considered C«£ - •>•) i s derided by ms

«here trig i e the saea of the б -meson and i e not vei l

determined. We assume that

1-00 /4ev

Shis Talue does not necessarily refer to the mass of a phy-

sical meson but just stands for the mass at which the

Tt*JL"interaction becomes really strong (i.e. the phase

shift is of order unity). Pros, this point of view istimate

) seems reasonable.

As a result we get finally for the Matrix eleaents

from operators С

O
6
 \ К ^ i l ^

where we have used the value of coefficient Cc as is deter-

oined from the analysis of the hyperon decays (see the pre-

vious Section).

If we add to (3*) the contribution of operators

then we get

which practically coincides with the corresponding expe-

rimental' value.

Thus, the value of the amplitude of the К & "̂ Tt *jl~

decay seems to be well understood within the approaca de-

veloped*

It is worth mentioning that we can determine the re-

lative sign of the amplitudes of tne A I»# and л Is 3/2
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transitions in the &-*27T decays, Experimentally

this sign is determined by studying the deviations from

the & 1=% rule predictions concerning the ratio of Ks~*^
 T

and K^-»1I*4I* decays. It turns out that the theoretical

prediction on the relative sign of the amplitudes agrees

with the experimental data.

7. Matrix elements trom operator T

Operator T ( see Eq. (B) ) arises in the expansion of

the effective Hamiltonian with a coefficient proportional

to the mass of a heavy quark m
c
 if there exists (V+A)

interaction between the heavy aud ligh-u quarks. For this

reason the corresponding estimates of the matrix elements

are very interesting. Unfortunately, these estimates are

most uncertain within the model considered. The reason is

that operator T includes the gluon field and there is

little known at present on the admixture of gluons in the

hadrons.

Nevertheless, it seems natural that if the coupling
0

constant of (V+A) currents is of the same order as that

of the usual (V-A) currents, then the matrix elements from

operator T may dominate the matrix element of the К%-*2тг

decays.

However, under this condition the Кт-К
д
 mass diffe-

rence turns out to be incompatible with the experimental

data. To avoid the contradiction we are forced to intro-

duce a smallness into the coupling constant, sin*/^,l/10.

Then , operator T can hardly dominate A3—4 decay*.

The simplest estimate of the matrix element of ope-

rator T which still have chances to be true seems to be
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the following one

where ж is some hadronic mass and ш.,а_ are the masses of

с в

the charmed and strange quarks , respectively.

Indeed» an exchange by a massless gluon leads to a

long ranged force which is cut off in the real world by

the confinement mechanism at a distance ~ гп~
л
 . since

coefficient e^ is proportional to m
c
 we come in this way

to the factor а
с
/а in Eq.(31) •

On the other hand, we assume in fact that the flip

of chirality of the quark is proportional to a small fac-

tor m . Since o-ie effective four-ferndon interaction me-

Q.

diated by the gluon exchanged of gluon associated with

operator T contains three-
1
eft fright-) and one right-

Cleft-) handed fermions the matrix element from it Или

m
s
/m {odorац*тря(*АЫАас^О- which is constructed from

two left- and two xagiit- handed ft mious.

If one chooses

then Ъ1
с
М$1*л'~Ч • 'Ve have seen that the matrix elements

from operator f"
1
,- are rather large aud under these circum-

stances operator T can dominate the К$-*^ IT decay.

If , however, we take into account that SCny^- . i/ю

as is demanded by the data on the %-Kg mass difference

(see the next Section) then operator T does not seem to

pla/ a* Inportint roU.

• To the similar conclusion leads an estiidate based

on the comparison of graphs represented in Figs.-V and У-



The first one refers to the decay K. 5 -*7?
+
TT"" caused by

operator T while the second one describes the decay of

a hypothetical isoscalar meson into two pions induced by

the strong interactions. The graphs look similar and all

the difference in the matrix elements may be due to the

difference in the coupling constants. In the case of the

graph of Pig. * the constant i.
8
~G №-

i;
"**

s£-

while in the case of Pig 4 the constant is g/2.

Thus, we come to an expression for the decay width. Г
т

of the K
S
-»7T IT" transition in terms of the width, of

the decay induced by strong interactions:

rv

Choosing ̂ -«„^«ЗОО MeV, m — m « we get

which is such smaller than the experimental value of

the amplitude if •&'" /^, 1/10.

We have also tried to estimate the matrix element

of the \K>-» ((^transition induced by operator T . An

example of the corresponding graph is given in Pig. &

It may be seen that the matrix element vanishes in the

limit of the vanishing K-meson mass. It means, in turn,

that within th» valence quark approximation, the contri-

bution of operator Q? vanishes in the limit of exact SU(3)

symmetry.

If there is a substancial admixture of gluons in the

hadronic wave functions, then the valence quark approxi-

mation does not work, and there is no suppressioa <̂f the
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matrix element of operator T. It would be difficult to

understand, however, why the quark model works well in

the classification of the low lying states*

To summarize, we do not think that operator T plays

an important role in noleptonic decays of K-mesons or

hyperons .

8. °"'e Kr-Kg "^s
3
 difference.

The calculation of the ma'trix elements from opera-

tors A,_2 entering the effective Hamiltonian with Д S=2

i s quite straightforward .

Indeed, the Kr-Kg mass difference i s given by

-*)\**> Uo) .

and the problem reduces, in the valence quark approxi-

mation, to a contraction of four operators entering tae

definition of operators A^ with those entering the X-

-mesons wave functions.

Let us notice the following relations

and the Fierz transformation

Using Eqs. (4i) • and (щ£) we get
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Furthermore, if we use the value of coefficients a, •*

arising in the models with eight quarks and (V+A) coup-

ling between the heavy and light quarks then we get for

the correeoonding contribution in nu. -*»• '•

which is much larger than the experimental value of the

I^-Kg mass difference unless sJ.n tf is small, *£"У~

Conclusions» «

In conclusion let us summarise the discussion presented

in this paper.

The Hamiltonian of weak Л S=l transitions is represented

as a sum of seven operators. Four of them appear already in

the bare Hamiltonian. The others arise from the annihilation

graphs and enter the Hamiltonian with a small coefficient

for this reason. In particular, there appears operator T

which is specific for the models with the (V+A) currents.

The Hamiltonian of the Л 1=3/2 transitions is uniquely

determined and is not dependent on the model of weak in-

teractions.
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For the «valuation of the matrix elements we use the

so called valence quark approximation the way of applying

this aporoximation to the nonleptonic decays is explained

in detail in Section 3 on the example of the К
+
-»7Г

+
1Г° decay).

It tarns out that the contribution of the operators

contained in the bare Hamiltonian does not describe the

hyperon decays well and is in fact inadequate. Namely, it

is possible to separate a combination of the observable

amplitudes which must vanish if only the conventional ope-

rators are taken into account. Experimentally , however,

this combination is quite large, especially in the case of

the P- waves.

If the operator mixing right- and left- iianded fermi-

ons is taken into account, then it is possible to predict

the ratio of the S- and P-wave amplitudes in the combina-

tion mentioned above :

This relation agrees with the experimental data well, both

in the absolute value and in the sign(we use in Eq.(4S)

the standard notations such that the upper index refers to

the&argeof the decaying hyperon and the lower sign stands

for the charge of the final pion).

Moreover, we are able to estimate the absolute value

of the S- or P-wave in the combination (42). The estimate

depends on the strong interactions coupling constant and

the quark masses. If the quark masses are small (m ,=

5.4 MeV, m = 150 MeV) then the estimate is only a factor ofs

1.7 below the experimental number. Keeping in mind the crude-

ness of the estimate which assumes so тю calculation of strong

interaction corrections the agreement is not bad.
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Moreover, we are able to find the sign of the contribu-

tion of operator 0, and it turns out to be in accord with

experimental data. The absolute value of this contribution

can be fixed from one decay and calculated for the others,

^he agreement with the experimental data is satisfactory.

All these remarks refer mostly to the S-wave amplitudes.

As for the P-nraves we have shown that coatribution of the

new operators is comparable with the experimental numbers.

Thus, apart from the pole graphs, which are being considered

for several years now, there exists another term which is

also important. Since the description of the data in the terms

of the pole graphs alone is known to be unsuccessful quan-

titatively, the appearence of a new term is gratifying.

We have also given some rough estimates of the matrix

elements from the operators specific for the models with

V+A currents and have shown that they seem to be unessen-

tial in the physical decays, provided that the quark masses

are small.

To summarise , the hypothesis relating th.ê I=]4 rule to

the small quark masses seems to be in a good shape now (it

may worth emphasizing once more that the quark masses as

they are used in this paper characterize the SO(2) x SO(2)

symmetry breaking and do not necessarily coincide with, the

physical masses , whatever meaning this term has in the the-

ories with the quark confinement).



ggfcLmatea of the graphs in УЦа. 2a).2b).3B).

Zbe calculation of the matrix- elanents associated with

these graphs depends on the detailed assumptions on the

baryonic wave function. At present we do not see how derive

an explicit expression for the wave function in a convin-

cing way and for this reason we will confine ourselves to

rather rough estimates of the contribution of the graphs

under consideration.

As an example let us consider the 2. -5>pJt° decay.

Via the PCA.C hypothesis the matrix element of this de-

cay is reduced t that of the ^- p transition and

for this reason all the graphs 2a)-2c) reduce to the

single graph of Fig.6 where the bold-faced point stands

for one of the operators 0.
 ц A

. Ibis graph describee the

quasielastic scattering of quarks within the baryon in-

duced by the nonleptonic weak interactions.

In the other terms , it can be said that a diquark

£ ^ Sj'Mc annihilates at some point with a subsequ-

ent creation of the di quark £*Sl aj U^ . Ihus, ope-

rators 0, r g can be represented in the form

+ terms not contributing to
the graph of Fig.6

where

Using the S0(3) •symmetry the matrix elements
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4pl0£ I2t>(i = l t 5 . 6 ) can be repress at ad in the following
fora

?\2+2<\Ц*Ы)П)к(«*)]\Г> (47a)

(47b)

(see also Eqs. (25)» (26) and the subsequ ent discussion).

Thus, the matrix element from Oit Is related to the diquark

£•/*"• tJ-xc/t density within a proton.

It i s useful to compare this matrix element to that

of operator TL yo u,

•C f>[U-YoU-\f>> -ZfYoP (48)

which in fact gives the density of a quark inside a

proton. The ratio of the quark and diquark densities can

be approximated by the'Volume" of the proton which i s of

the order /r?^ • As a result we get

Z ml п «с С*9)

(The factor % i*t the r.h.s. of Eq. (49) i s due to the

same factor in the definition of j (ud)).

Using Eq. (49) we get for the matrix element from

operator 0 1 into the Snwave amplitude of the ^ -»p2T* decay

Л (0л) «> [- <st) ^ *<*% aoi&d ** о. б ( 5 0 )

Let us recall the reader that here we dealing with that

part of contribution of 0-, с g that does not vanish in

the limit of exact SU(3)-symmetry.

As for the contribution of graph 2d) it was cal-

culated in Section 5 and turned out to be equal to "* 1.

Summing up the both terms we'find for the amplitude

of the S-wave (\(^-o^)
rJ
 "1,6 while the experimental
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number is equal toQL.48 + O.C5)in the sane units.

Thus, we aee that the estimate lead* to a reasonable

suit: and nay be considered as some indication of the c.on-

aietency of the aodel.

As for the ccatribution (47b) it seems evident that

r r
 <±

since the quarks are in the S-wave state. Moreover, taking

into account the saallness of the coefficients Се ̂  ,

(Cc — 5/S Cg)/ c- £ 1/to we come to the conclusion that

the contribution of operators Oe g into the graphs of the

type represented in Pigs. 2a,b,с) is at least an order of

nagnitode lower than that of operator 0^.

In conclusion of this Appendix let us outline one

more estimate for the same catributions based on the cal-

culation of the one -particle intermediate state matrix ele-

ments» To this end we use again SU(3)-symmetry and the

valence quark approximation to find

Betaining only one-nucleon Intezmediate state we get

з^pl^^clpxpV^f Jt.\?>-
 (53)

where (jc.ff ) i s the fonr-aomentum of the intermediate

aacleon. Furthermore, l e t us assume that
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where If is the nucleon oass and F^ v are the axial-vector

and vector form factors which we approximate by the dipole

equat ons

(the difference between the isoscalar and isovector parts

of the form factors is neglected hereafter)*

Kq. (54) accounts for the partial conservation of the

axial current which reduces in the case considered to the

well known relation between the axial-vector and induced

pseudoscalar form factors. Jtooerical coefficients in

I4.C5*) are determined in the limit of SCT(3)-sj»eetxy un-

der additional assumption that that the matrix e l w n t

from the current of strange quarks over the nucleon vani-

shes. Substituting Bq. (5*) into 184. (55) we find in the li-

mit of vanishing % -meson mass:

( 5 6 )

and after integration over the momentum of the int«
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diate nucleon we come to the following final result

CS7)

where functions 1^ 2

 a r e tabulated in Table 6 . They va-

ry only slowly with the change of parameters . At Лу

- & A =0.8 GeV we come approximately to the same result

as i t follows from the estimate (49).
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TABLE 1. Contribution of operator 0,. into the amplitudes

of hyperon decays

Amplitude т.п
U n i t s 0£ iz-sinQe.oi9cCb

к

A°-

A В

11 hi г»л

3 М ЗУ ?»к

•1 i /»2 +тл

ah 9 >"*

ж) Amplitudes A and 6 are defined in a standard way so tn*t

the matrix element of the В^-»&Д decay takes the fora

•;. г +
ОНеге И — stands for the А.-* ря.~ decay»

-•> p TL decay and zz _ refers to z.

TABLE 2. Deviationa from the Ia% rule in the tiyperon

Amplitude

Decay ^ 9

Л1+Гг л»

*)

Theory

0.12

0.13

-0.13

A

Experiment

o.ogi 0.03

0.22 + 0.09

-0.1510-07

в

Theory

-0.92

0.4)8

0.22

Experiment

0.66i 0.81

2.7 ±1-1

1.7+2.2

ж)The notation are the same as in Table 1. Coefficient c^

is taken to be equal to 0.25. Experimental numbers, are bor-
rowed from Tables 9̂  •
«e)For the sign, convention see the footnote on page 4£
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'Contribution of operator 0^ into the amplitudes

of the hyperon decays associated wit
4
. graphs of

the kind represented in' Pig.2d.

Amplitude

Decay

/it

Amplitude0 '

Decay

г :
— —

А

2П fit*

6 /"ir

1 Ун= -/*?А

к

0.22

-0.18

-0.25

0.09

0.05

1 1 44= +**А

г%?л9 Mr

В

-1.79

-0.64

0.42

-2.27

0.16

1
 Die notations are the sar? as in Table 1.

The ..omerical results are given for c
1 =
- 2.8
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TABLB 4. Contribution of operator 0,- associated with, the

graphs of the kind represented in Fig.2d.

.Amplitude in unite
is. tin 9C cm e c c r /*>n//»fu m5

"Decay

A0.

о

A

3*3 Wtf

J 7Г

З1/3 /*»w

(Л УМ+9

в

* 5" A!, + ^
3^2 <rA 9 &n

4 „ / 4 ] Mr +>*tp

9 ?A\ 3' * n

31/3 ffA S ***n

ft ~

Notations are the sam* as in Table 1.

TABUS 5. Contribution of operators 0^ g for

c
5
 + 3/8 c

6
 =0.25 *)

AmplitUvle

Decay

At

— —

A

Theory

-1.31

1.07

1.53

-0.10

Experiment
(total ampl.)

-1.48 -0.01

1.48 i0.05

2.04 *0.02

0.04± 0.12

В

Theory

-10. S

-3.8-f

2.52

1.0Ц

Experiment
(total ampl.)

-10.17 - 0.24

-12.04 ± 0.59

-6.73 - 0.41

*/Notations are the same as in Table 1. Contribution of

Ос с is not assumed to coincide with the experimental da«a.

The latter are given for the sake of comparison.
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TABLE 6. Integrals 1^
 2
 determining the one-particle inter-

mediate state contribution to the matrix element

act toe <ИЕГ р transition for soae choices of pa-

rameters ^ ^ A

2
Д7,А (GeV2)

12(Д|)

0.5

1.00

1.09

0.6

0.98

1.10

0.7

0.9*

1.12

0 . 8

0.90

1.1*

0 . 9

0.8*

1.16

1.0

0.75

1.18

1.1

0.63

1.20

1 . 2

0.46

1.23

notations лге as follows

1 L
 &;

so

•' \ V
+
 ^

where U is the nucleon mass.
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